
readerscope
a tour



Readerscope is an analytics tool that reveals who is reading what, where. It’s accessible by all Times employees.



With new months added regularly, the user can look at shifts over time by selecting new date ranges.



Users start analysis by selecting a specific audience, searching keywords for topics, or or choosing a region as the 
basis for their report.



readerscope
audience reports



After selecting the audience (like C-Suite), Readerscope populates a report with over-indexing topics, locations 
and articles that the audience engages with on The New York Times. The level-interest suggests how strongly this 
audience has an affinity for the topic. 



Continuing through the report, the user can see geographies where this audience is consuming Times content, 
both by concentration of the audience and by population. 



The final section of each report surfaces the articles that this audience segment was most likely to read relative to 
other readers of The Times. 



readerscope
topic reports



By returning to the home screen, or by searching 
within a current report, a user can analyze the 
other dimensions available in the tool.

Pictured here is a search for “science,” which 
surfaces several topics containing the word. The 
earlier the word appears in the word cloud, the 
more likely the topic is to feature it.  

A user also has the ability to search for multiple 
keywords as well as exclude words to really hone 
in on the topics that are most valuable.



The topic reports leads with the audiences that are most likely to consume content related to the subject matter. 



The user can also add audiences of interest beyond the top audiences. Are Millennials interested in our topic on 
science? Here we can see that the demo ranks #177 among all audience for their level of engagement with the 
topic. So...no, they aren’t that interested.



readerscope
location reports



When starting with location, users see the audiences and topics that are most engaging in that region, down to the 
DMA level. Here we take a look at Sacramento. Do readers in Sacramento engage with our coverage on wine? 
Turns out that they are less inclined to do so than other NYT readers. 


